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Overview
With the explosion of on-premises and cloud-based applications, password resets have become one of the largest 
burdens for the IT help desk teams and a source of frustration for employees. Organizations are spending more 
time and money in resolving application lockouts that negatively affect employee productivity. Forty-percent of 
total contact volume for IT service desks is password-related and costs $17/call to get them resolved (Source: 
Gartner). Getting a strategy for recapturing lost productivity and reducing the costs associated with password 
resets has become an urgent priority. 

Early adaptors of password management implemented solutions that incorporated only user knowledge-based 
question systems for password reset. These solutions counted on the user remembering the answers to security 
questions that they chose. These solutions did not meet helpdesk workload reduction targets and are being 
displaced by phone-as-a-token authentication. Users react preferably to self-service password reset via their 
mobile devices. They also address the complexities of modern day requirements such as seamless availability, a 
high degree of customization, and ease of use. 

Meet Tuebora Pass
Tuebora Pass can help you realize a reduction in password-related call volumes by an average of 70%, with its 
innovative anytime/anywhere adoption, user enrollment, and usability techniques. Tuebora Pass features:

Tuebora Pass provides superior return on investment by reducing costs related to password management through 
reduced helpdesk costs, increased security, and employee efficiency. It is just one component of a larger suite of 
IAM products that can be deployed in Tuebora’s advanced IAM platform, featuring machine learning and analytics. 

Tuebora Pass - Proven Benefits

Multiple Self-Service Channels: Extensions to the Windows/Mac login screen, Tablet and Smartphone app, 
Self-Service Reset Portal, Inbound SMS based Password Reset, and Secure Kiosk Account.
Multi-Factor Authentication Support: Canned, customized and user-defined challenge/response questions or 
any combination of them, OTP (via SMS/Email), Tuebora OTP - Phone-as-a-token Mobile Application, Mobile 
SMS, Tuebora Push: Out-of-Band Authentication.
Customized Password Policies: based on user, account, and application profiles. 
Password Synchronization: via corporate directory with cloud and on-premise applications.
Powerful Reporting: including organization-wide user activities (password changes and unlock account) across 
all applications; user triggered self-service requests by application.
Alerts and Monitoring: user activities and remedial actions.
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Eliminate 70-90% of password problems reducing helpdesk calls and increasing IT operational efficiency; 
shortens remaining password reset HD calls by 50% or more, to about 1 minute/call.
Improve user productivity by 20% by reducing the time required to unlock an account. 
Always-on Service and accessible via web browser, phone, or from the login prompt.
User verification support prior to being allowed an HD password reset.
Detailed audit trail for all logged, password-related events. 
Encryption of sensitive data at rest and in transit.
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